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The adsorption of N2O on Cu(100) has been studied by using scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM). In the ﬁrst molecular layer N2O forms a densely packed c(3  2) structure, in which the
molecules occupy two diﬀerent adsorption sites. The bonding strength of this layer is found to be
very weak as revealed by a low desorption temperature and the formation of misalignments and
defects. Density functional theory (DFT) ﬁnds a stable c(3  2) structure in which the molecules
are considerably bent due to charge transfer. In model calculations for a 2  2 hollow phase we
show that in order to reach the chemisorbed, bent conﬁguration, the molecules have to pass an
activation barrier. In the experimentally accessible range, this is apparently not possible and the
molecules remain in a stable physisorbed state.

1. Introduction
Molecular binding on solid surfaces is of great interest for the
creation of new materials ranging from molecular adlayers
with deﬁned patterns to hierarchically grown structures. These
materials will have certain characteristics depending on the
electronic and geometrical properties of the basic building
blocks: the adsorbed molecules. Recently, a lot of eﬀort has
been devoted to the study of complex organic molecular
arrays1 showing the promising possibilities of these studies.
Yet, not even the simplest molecules are fully understood
when they are assembled in contact with a solid surface. An
important example is given by the studies of water adlayers
that are rapidly advancing in our understanding of the complex intermolecular and molecule–solid interactions.2 In this
framework, the study of triatomic molecules such as water,
carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide is of paramount importance.
This is not only due to the diﬀerent types of interactions
involved which can unveil complex growth mechanisms, but
also because of their predominant role in atmospheric and
environmental chemistry. Hence, nitrous oxide (N2O) is an
extraordinary molecule because of its triatomic asymmetrical
shape (the oxygen atom is at one of the molecular ends, see for
example ref. 3 and 4) and because it is a dangerous by-product
of many industrial processes.5
There has been a lot of interest in the catalytic reactions
leading to decomposition of N2O. Transition metal ﬁlaments
were soon realized to eﬃciently dissociate the molecule. This
has led to considerable studies of transition metal surfaces in
their interaction with N2O. An excellent review is the article by
Zeigarnik.6
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In contrast to the ﬁlament case, results on dense crystalline
surfaces of Cu (notably Cu(100) and Cu(111)) seem to remain
under some controversy. Spitzer et al., using ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) complemented with other surface techniques between 90 and 300 K,7 claim that these
surfaces are essentially inert to N2O in this temperature range
(they ﬁnd neither dissociation nor adsorption). On the other
hand, Johnson et al.8 found that nitrous oxide, which was
catalytically formed from NO at 85 K, remains stable on the
Cu(100) surface up to 110 K.
At even lower temperatures, near-edge X-ray adsorption
ﬁne structure (NEXAFS) experiments9 have detected molecularly adsorbed N2O presenting two distinct phases with different molecular conformation depending on the molecular
density: in the high coverage regime, the molecules are found
to be almost linear with the terminal nitrogen bonding to the
surface. At lower coverages the authors ﬁnd a bent conﬁguration binding to the surface through both the central and the
terminal nitrogen atom. These conﬁgurations have been conﬁrmed by multiple scattering simulations of NEXAFS and
cluster electronic structure calculations.10 The bent conﬁgurations were shown to be stabilized by charge transfer to the
molecules.4 As the molecule bends the degeneracy of the 3p*
orbitals is broken and the energy of the in-plane orbital is
lowered. Hence, a partially ﬁlled LUMO 3p* orbital energetically favors a bent geometry of the molecule and the bending
can be associated with a chemisorption process. However, the
exact structure of the bent species contrasts drastically with
results from density functional theory (DFT) calculations on
more reactive surfaces.11,12 There, a bent conformation is also
found but with the molecule binding to the surface through the
terminal nitrogen (Nt) and the oxygen atom.
Aiming to solve this puzzle, we study here the adsorption of
N2O on Cu(100) using a combination of low temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and DFT calculations.
Contrary to previous work, we can identify the local adsorption structure with STM. At low coverage and temperatures
below 100 K, we observe a c(3  2) structure that evolves into
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a hexamer phase at higher coverage. Moreover, STM allows to
determine the adsorption state as weakly physisorbed. DFT
permits us to characterize the molecular structures found
experimentally. Our ﬁndings are that: (i) N2O adsorbs molecularly on two diﬀerent sites giving rise to the hybrid c(3  2)
structure; (ii) there are two stable adsorption wells, one
corresponding to a bent molecule and to chemisorption, the
other one corresponding to a linear molecule and to physisorption; (iii) very low-coverage phases are not stable and lead
to dissociation of N2O on Cu(100).
The article is organized as follows: ﬁrst we present the
experimental method and results; next the computational
methods and results, followed by an extensive discussion
characterizing the found systems. The presentation of the
work is ﬁnished by a conclusion section.

2. Experiment
All experiments have been carried out under ultra-high
vacuum conditions, where the Cu(100) sample was prepared
by cycles of Ne+ sputtering, followed by annealing to 800 K.
The cleanliness of the N2O gas was checked by a mass
spectrometer prior to deposition on the surface. The gas was
then let into the chamber in a partial pressure range in the 108
mbar while the sample was kept at the corresponding adsorption temperature. All STM imaging was performed at 5 K.
Experimental results
The deposition of N2O on Cu(100) has been investigated at
sample temperatures of 30 K and above 80 K. The maximum
temperature to ﬁnd adsorption on the surface is around 100 K.
Below this critical temperature the adsorption does not
show any temperature dependence. As an example of the
observed structures, Fig. 1 shows a large scale scanning
tunneling microscopy image after an exposure of 0.2 L

Fig. 1 STM image (I = 0.18 nA, U = 140 mV) of a large section of
the Cu(100) surface after exposure of 0.2 L at 100 K.16
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Fig. 2 STM image (I = 0.11 nA, U = 140 mV) of an N2O island on
Cu(100) after an exposure of 0.2 L at 100 K. In this island an ordered
c(3  2) structure is revealed in the ﬁrst molecular layer. In order to
increase the packing density, hexagonal structures are formed with an
additional molecule in the center (about 1/3 of the molecular adlayer).
The inset shows a close-up view of the c(3  2) structure with the
corresponding unit-cell. Each protrusion corresponds to a single N2O
molecule.

at 100 K. The N2O molecules are imaged as protrusions
with an apparent height of 0.8  0.1 Å, which form
islands of various sizes. A close-up view of one of the islands
is presented in Fig. 2. This island shows a large degree of
order, while in smaller islands the molecules seem to have a
smaller tendency to form ordered molecular arrays. The
ordered structures found within the islands can be classiﬁed
as follows. The basic structure is a rhombic unit. Based on the
corresponding dimensions and the orientation with respect to
the substrate a c(3  2) molecular superstructure can be
inferred. While this adsorption structure is commensurate with
the substrate, many dislocations can be found within the
molecular layer. Additionally, there are also brighter protrusion with an apparent height of 1.5  0.1 Å, which reconstruct
the underlying rhombic layer into hexagonal-like shapes (see
the hexagon in Fig. 2). These hexamers order themselves
following the chain direction of the c(3  2) layer, but are
not fully commensurate with the substrate. We believe that
this reorganization is due to an increase in packing density. In
order to test this assumption we have deposited a larger
amount of N2O onto the substrate. Indeed, after dosing 1 L
at 90 K we obtain an increase in hexamers which replace the
c(3  2) structure (see Fig. 3).
It is remarkable that the intermolecular interactions can
easily perturb the molecule surface interaction, thus pointing
toward a weakly bound adsorption state. The relatively weak
bonding is also revealed by manipulation of adsorbed molecular patches with the STM tip. During the scanning it is
possible to break the ordered structures of an island such that
the molecules can attach at diﬀerent adsorption sites. An
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2008, 10, 1640–1647 | 1641

physisorbed system. In a chemisorbed phase, on the other
hand, a strong site-speciﬁcity is expected due to local hybridization with copper electronic states. In order to conﬁrm the
formation of such a molecular physisorbed layer, and to gain
insight into its detailed structure and properties we analyze the
adsorption process using DFT simulations.

3. Theory

Fig. 3 After an exposure of 1 L at 90 K a high packing density of
N2O induces the reconstruction of the c(3  2) structure toward
hexamers which yield preferable adsorption sites for second layer
molecules (I = 0.12 nA, U = 300 mV). The patches of a c(3  2)
are completely removed. Each protrusion corresponds to a single N2O
molecule.

example is shown in Fig. 4, where a several-nanometre-large
part of the island is displaced.
A further indication of the small interaction is given by the
low desorption temperature. Annealing this island structure to
125 K leaves only a small amount of clusters on the surface
which are preferentially pinned at step edges. Since no oxygen
is observed after the annealing, we presume that, under these
conditions, N2O does not undergo dissociative pathways prior
to desorption.
We may then conclude that N2O can adsorb molecularly on
Cu(100) at temperatures below or in the order of 100 K. From
the loss of commensuration by inclusion of a large number of
defects and the creation of hexamers at larger coverage we
cannot only deduce a weak adsorption state, but also infer a

The planewave ultra-soft pseudopotential code Dacapo13 has
been used to evaluate the total energy, geometrical structure
and Kohn–Sham based electronic structure of the molecular
adlayers on Cu(100). The approximation for the exchangeand-correlation functional is the GGA of ref. 14 given its
accuracy in the description of molecular properties. The
structures were relaxed until the forces were smaller than
0.04 eV Å1 on the active atoms. The active atoms were the
molecular layer (one molecule in the case of the square
coverages 2  2, 3  3, 4  4 and 6  6 and 2 molecules for
the c(3  2) coverage) and the 2 topmost layers of the surface
slab. This slab contained 5 atomic planes. The calculations
were performed for a 6  6  1 k-point set for the 2  2
structure, after verifying that a 12  12  1 k-point set
changed the chemisorption energy in less than 10 meV. A
consistent k-point set was used for the rest of coverages by
keeping the product of the number of surface k-points times
the number of surface atoms constant. The total energies are
evaluated including a dipole layer in order to correct for the
interactions between periodic images of the slab.13 This correction is mandatory for the kind of system we are dealing
with due to the important dipoles developed during the
adsorption process.
The chemisorption energy Echem is deﬁned as
Echem ¼ EN2 O=Cuð100Þ  ECuð100Þ  EN2 O ;

ð1Þ

where EN2O/Cu(100) is the total energy of the relaxed molecule
on the surface, ECu(100) is the energy of the relaxed surface and
EN2O is the energy of the relaxed molecule. In a similar way,
the energy points of the potential energy surface (PES) correspond to the relaxed system with the convention that the
vertical distance between the central N-atom and the surface
atom is given by Z.
The electronic structure is analyzed in terms of the density
of states projected on chosen molecular orbitals. This projected density of states (PDOS) is given by the following
expression (for an example of another chemisorbed system
see ref. 15):
X
PDOSðEÞ ¼
ð2Þ
jhMOjlij2 dðel  EÞ
l

Fig. 4 Two consecutive STM images of the same N2O island. The
island shape is modiﬁed (specially on the left part) during the scanning
process (I = 0.07 nA, V = 140 mV) showing that this phase
corresponds to a weak interaction with the Cu(100) surface.
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where l are the labels of the eigenenergies, el, and eigenstates,
|li, of the chemisorbed system and MO is the free-molecule
state onto which the density of states is projected. MO is
calculated for the free molecule distorted to its chemisorption
geometry. The PDOS on molecular orbitals yields information
of the molecular character of the chemisorbed system. It is
more informative than the PDOS on atomic orbitals used in
many works on molecular adsorption because it uses the
This journal is
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molecular orbitals as analyzing building blocks of the system’s
electronic structure.
The induced density permits to analyze the electronic structure of the full system by decomposing the contributions from
the diﬀerent components. The induced density dr is deﬁned
analogously to eqn (1):
drchem ¼ rN2 O=Cuð100Þ  rCuð100Þ  rN2 O ;

ð3Þ

where rN2O/Cu(100) is the electron density of the full system,
rCu(100) of the surface but this time keeping the distortion
caused by the molecular adsorption, and rN2O is the density of
the molecule in the adsorption conﬁguration. Hence, the
induced density gives information of the change of electron
density due to the interaction by removing the geometrical
eﬀects on the density.
3.1 Computational results
3.1.1 The c(3  2) structure. The c(3  2) molecular lattice
found in the experiment is consistent with a unit cell with two
molecules, each on a diﬀerent adsorption site. Two possibilities may occur, which can not be discerned in the experiment:
the molecules occupying bridge and hollow sites, or top and
bridge sites.
The combination of top and bridge sites does not yield a
stable adsorption conﬁguration in our DFT simulations.
A c(3  2) molecular structure on hollow and bridge sites,
on the other hand, leads to a stable adsorption phase as shown
in Fig. 5. Although the adsorption energy of 0.0308 eV
appears small this phase nevertheless represents a chemisorbed
state due to the following reasons. Both molecules are found at
a typical chemisorption distance from the surface (2.23 Å and
2.51 Å for the hollow and bridge site, respectively). Moreover,
the molecules do not retain their linear shape from the gas
phase but are considerably bent (molecular angle of 127.31 and
149.31 on the hollow and bridge site, respectively). Bending the
molecule in the neutral state costs energy (2.56 eV), which only
charge transfer can compensate for by populating the LUMO
3p* orbital, whose energy is lowered. Finally this leads to an
eﬀective chemisorption energy.

The existence of a chemisorbed phase in the hollow-bridge
structure is an apparent contradiction to the experimental
ﬁnding of a weakly adsorbed layer. Moreover, we do not ﬁnd
any indication of diﬀerent adsorption conﬁgurations of the
N2O in the bridge or hollow site. In order to investigate the
inﬂuence of the adsorption sites on the molecular conﬁguration and to understand why an apparently weakly interacting
phase is the one found in the experiments, we carried out
detailed DFT calculations involving only one type of adsorption site as a model structure, which can be more eﬀectively
minimized.
3.1.2 Comparison of each adsorption site. A model 2  2
structure with one molecule per unit cell has been calculated
for each of the possible adsorption sites mentioned above. In
all the cases, a stable minimum was obtained, denoting that
even in the adsorption state with the highest energy the
interaction with the surface is stronger than the van der Waals’
one. Table 1 shows the chemisorption energies of the stable
molecules on the 2  2 hollow (with the molecules oriented
along the h011i and h001i) direction, top (along h011i) and
bridge (along h011i and h0
11i), as well as the distance of the
topmost surface layer to the central nitrogen atom (Nc), the
molecular angle (1801 correspond to a linear molecule) and the
calculated work function change. Fig. 6 shows the geometrical
sketches corresponding to the diﬀerent conﬁgurations.
The compilation of results in Table 1 reveals that the
molecules on the hollow sites can be found in two signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent adsorption states. The global minimum of adsorption
energy is found when the molecules are located at the shortest
distance to the surface. There, they are bent and have a large
change in work function, both due to a large change in
electronic density. As discussed before, this conﬁguration is
characteristic of a considerable charge transfer to the molecule
and can hence be associated with a chemisorption state.
Additionally, a more weakly adsorbed state with a chemisorption energy of only 0.085 eV can be found further away from
the surface at a distance of 3.2 Å. In this case the molecule
remains close to a linear shape with the terminal nitrogen atom
(Nt) pointing toward the surface. This state thus corresponds
to a physisorbed conﬁguration.
In contrast, the molecules at the top and bridge sites can
only be found in a linear conformation. Common to all linear
molecules is that the terminal nitrogen atom (Nt (the closest
atom to the surface)) stays at a larger distance than the bent
Table 1 Adsorption energy, E, given in eqn (1), for molecules on the
2  2 hollow (with the molecular axis aligned along the h011i and
h001i directions), top (h011i), bridge (h011i and h011i), as well as the
topmost layer to central atom distance (Z), the molecular angle (y) and
the calculated work function change (Def). We notice that there are
two clear distinct conformations according to the molecular distance
to the surface, the molecular angle and the change of work function

Fig. 5 Structural model of the c(3  2) structure as found by DFT
simulations with one molecule occupying the hollow and bridge site,
respectively, per unit cell. (a) Top view (the ﬁrst and second lattice
plane of Cu(100) are represented by large and small spheres, respectively). (b) Side view: both molecules are bent due to charge transfer
and characterize a chemisorbed state.
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Hollow (h001i)
Hollow (h011i)
Hollow (h011i)
Top (h011i)
Bridge (h011i)
Bridge (h011i)

E/eV

Z/Å

y/deg

Def/eV

0.108
0.113
0.085
0.106
0.076
0.097

2.38
2.22
3.20
3.49
3.44
3.42

141.3
127.7
177.3
179.2
178.7
178.4

1.425
1.00
0.233
0.060
0.112
0.150
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Fig. 6 Adsorption conﬁgurations of Table 1 (top and side views), for molecules on the 2  2 hollow (with the molecular axis aligned along the
h011i and h001i directions), top (h011i), bridge (h011i and h011i). In the top view, the ﬁrst and second lattice plane of Cu(100) are represented by
large and small spheres, respectively.

species on the hollow sites (larger than 3 Å). At ﬁrst glance, the
fact that the molecules are found at a large distance to the
surface with a small chemisorption energy renders these
calculations questionable. Moreover, the minima found for
the adsorption states are rather shallow, i.e. the adsorption
energy does not strongly depend on the distance to the surface.
However, the fact, that we do ﬁnd a stable minimum and a
consistent behaviour throughout the diﬀerent conﬁgurations
studied here, shows that there are electrostatic interactions
present in the system. Possibly, these arise from the lone pair
electrons of the terminal nitrogen atom. Hence, although DFT
fails to account for van der Waals forces, the presence of these
interactions nevertheless yields a true adsorption state also for
the linear N2O molecule.
The charging of the LUMO for the chemisorbed species (at
hollow sites) is revealed when plotting the projected density of
states on molecular orbitals, PDOS, eqn (2). The PDOS on the
LUMO shows the density of those states of the combined
system which possess some LUMO character. In case of a free
molecule, the HOMO and LUMO are unperturbed and hence
represented as sharp lines on the PDOS. For the chemisorbed
molecules we see that basically half of the states which exhibit
LUMO character are below the Fermi level (Fig. 7). This is a
clear signature of charge transfer from the substrate into the
molecule. However, back donation is small. Indeed, the PDOS
onto the HOMO corresponds to states that are all below the
Fermi level, implying that the molecule does not transfer
electrons into the substrate. The interaction of the HOMO
with the substrate is not negligible, giving rise to a PDOS that
is considerably widened. The LUMO+1 shows little interaction with the substrate since it maintains an overall lorentzian
shape.
In order to conﬁrm charge donation into the LUMO, Fig. 8
shows the induced electron density, eqn (3). In agreement with
the density plots of ref. 12, we ﬁnd that the extra density is due
to the ﬁlling of the LUMO. This conﬁrms the information
obtained from the PDOS analysis.
1644 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2008, 10, 1640–1647

The induced density, Fig. 8, hints at the creation of a large
dipole on the surface as a consequence of this chemisorbed
phase. The origin of the dipole can be traced back to the
bending of the molecule because of the increasing polarizability (the free molecule dipole is very small) and because of the
partial occupation of the LUMO. Associated to this dipole
perpendicular to the surface is an increase of the work function
(as large as 1 eV).

Fig. 7 Projected density of states on selected molecular orbitals
following eqn (2). For the free N2O molecule the HOMO is twofold
degenerate. The HOMO and LUMO (dashed line) are sharp (computational broadening of 0.3 eV). The solid lines represent the PDOS on
the HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 for molecules on the
2  2 hollow h011i. We notice small distortions from a lorentzian
shape for the LUMO+1, indicating the small role of this orbital in the
chemisorption process. However, the degeneracy of the HOMO is
lifted and both the HOMO and the LUMO are considerably widened
and distorted by the presence of the surface. Most interesting, the
LUMO is largely occupied now, implying strong charge transfer from
the substrate.
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Fig. 8 Induced charge density on a 2  2 N2O molecular adlayer in
the hollow h011i conﬁguration. The excess charge adopts the proﬁle of
the distorted 3p* orbital (LUMO), in the present symmetry corresponding to the 10a orbital.4 This graph complements the ﬁndings
of Fig. 5.

The physisorbed species show a contrasting behaviour.
Here, no charge transfer into the molecule is observed leading
to a very small change in work function with opposite sign.
Hence, a very small dipole is pointing in the opposite direction
as in the chemisorbed phase.
In conclusion, the DFT simulations ﬁnd two signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent adsorption states on a model 2  2 structure: a
chemisorbed phase characterized by a large amount of charge
transfer on the hollow site and a physisorbed conﬁguration on
all three adsorption sites, i.e. hollow, bridge and top sites. In
the experiment on the other hand, we do not have evidence of
any chemisorbed species, as revealed by a weak adsorption
and weak lateral ordering. Therefore, the question remains,
why we do not reach the chemisorbed state under the experimentally accessible conditions. This discrepancy is characteristic of systems with an activation barrier for chemisorption.

3.1.3 Activation barrier for chemisorption. In order to fully
account for the adsorption pathway which would lead to the
chemisorbed state, a multidimensional simulation including
various possible adsorption sites, molecular orientations and
intermolecular interactions would be required. These calculations are very demanding specially, since the starting point is a
physisorbed state with a rather ﬂat potential energy surface.
We therefore choose a smaller model structure as a reasonable
approach to explore the origin of the activation barrier.
Recalling that the c(3  2) structure consists of molecules on
hollow h011i and bridge h011i sites, the best option is to take
one of these in their 2  2 conﬁguration. Since the 2  2 bridge
h011i does not exhibit a chemisorption minimum, the corresponding simulation is not suitable and we restrict ourselves to
evaluating the adsorption energy of the hollow 2  2 structure
as a function of the distance to the surface.
Fig. 9 shows the potential energy surface along the normal
to the surface for an approaching 2  2 N2O molecular
adlayer on the hollow h011i sites. All degrees of freedom are
allowed to minimize the total energy except for the coordinates
of the central nitrogen atom Nc. Hence, we have plotted the
chemisorption energy versus the Nc vertical distance to the
topmost surface layer. The zero of energy is the free molecule
This journal is
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Fig. 9 Potential energy surface along the normal to the surface for an
approaching 2  2 N2O molecular adlayer. The energy, E, is deﬁned
according to eqn (1). The distance, Z, is given by Nc-topmost layer
distance. The calculated points are represented by dots. The line is a
cubic spline intended as a guide-to-the-eye.

plus the totally relaxed clean surface energies, according to the
energy deﬁnition of eqn (1).
In this plot of the potential energy surface we ﬁnd an
additional local minimum at B3.5 Å. We found 3.2 Å by
using a conjugate gradient relaxation with a convergence
criterium of 0.04 eV
which may lead to a large error bar in
Å
the determination of the absolute minimum. Hence, the actual
stable distance may be closer to 3.5 Å. Here, in consistency
with the larger distance to the surface, the molecules adopt a
linear conﬁguration. Therefore, we assign this minimum to a
stable weakly adsorbed state. The corresponding adsorption
energies, eqn (1), are in the range of 0.1 eV. Due to the absence
of dispersive forces in these calculations, this value is probably
a lower boundary to the chemisorption energy. Indeed, the
observed adsorption temperatures of B100 K indicate adsorption energies rather in the order of 0.3 eV as a ﬁrst-order
desorption dynamics estimate yields. As mentioned above, we
attribute the adsorption to an interaction of electrostatic
origin mediated by the lone pair electrons of the terminal
nitrogen.
These results indicate that there are two stable adsorption
states on the hollow site of Cu(100). The barrier between the
physisorbed and chemisorbed wells is roughly 150 meV. This
deﬁnes a ﬁnite activation barrier for chemisorption (B50 meV,
Fig. 9). Fig. 9 shows a very sharp decrease of the barrier near
the chemisorption minimum. This sharp decrease is due to the
rapid ﬁlling of the LUMO as the molecule bends and approaches the surface. The barrier can be interpreted as arising
from the bending of the molecule as a response to the increase
in charge back-donation from the surface. This general concept can be applied to all bent molecules in the c(3  2)
structure, even though the absolute value of the barrier might
diﬀer. The existence of this activation barrier may explain why
in our experiments the chemisorbed species are not observed.
3.2 Dissociative chemisorption
The calculations have also been pursued for smaller coverages
at the same degree of accuracy. The ﬁnal evolution of the
molecular system on Cu(100) was dissociation for the unit cells
3  3, 4  4 and 6  6. At smaller coverages, the molecule–
substrate interaction becomes increasingly important, leading
to a larger charge transfer into the LUMO. The population of
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2008, 10, 1640–1647 | 1645

the LUMO favors a stronger bending of the molecule and
eventually the dissociation of the O atoms which are strongly
bound to the surface. The formed N2 molecules do not
chemisorb on Cu(100).

Kokalj et al.11,12 on diﬀerent transition metal surfaces. A
chemisorption state with charge transfer into the molecule
yields a bending such that the O atom always approaches the
surface.

4. Discussion

5. Conclusions

Experimentally, N2O islands form a network of c(3  2)
molecules following the underlying Cu(100) substrate. The
corresponding STM images show a periodic arrangement of
similar protrusions and a tendency to accumulate defects in
the islands. The layer is weakly bound to the substrate and
shows a characteristics of a physisorbed phase.
From the model calculations using a 2  2 structure we infer
that two adsorption states can be found in this system, a
chemisorbed and a physisorbed one. The former exists only at
the hollow sites. The latter can be found at each of the three
sites explored, top, bridge and hollow. The chemisorption
phase is associated with a large charge transfer, and with an
important induced dipole with an increase of work function in
the order of 1 eV.
In order to understand why experimentally we can not ﬁnd
any chemisorption state, we have performed DFT calculations
with a 2  2 coverage. These show that the molecule is ﬁrst
attracted into a potential well that lies at about 3 Å from the
surface. To reach the well closer to the surface, the molecule
needs to surmount a chemisorption barrier. Hence, the likelihood that the molecule ends up in the inner well is rather
small. The chemisorbed phases are diﬃcult to attain because
of the small window of temperatures and molecular partial
pressure at which they might be formed.
We then deduce that the c(3  2) layer is solely formed by
physisorbed molecules, hence having a linear structure with
the terminal nitrogen atom pointing towards the surface. We
expect that the molecules lie more than 3 Å away from the
topmost surface layer and that they exhibit only a small charge
transfer. The interactions are very weak and therefore, the
layer desorbs soon above the dosing temperatures.
This interpretation of weakly bound linear molecules agrees
with the ﬁndings by Ceballos et al.9 for their large coverage
limit. They observe linear molecules when they approach the
monolayer coverage. This interpretation has been conﬁrmed
by calculations of the NEXAFS data.10 The c(3  2) structure
is indeed the largest N2O coverage that is possible on this
surface. Experimentally, we have found that larger coverages
lead to a reconstruction of the ﬁrst molecular layer by strong
intermolecular interactions. From the theoretical simulations
we can infer that larger coverages within the same layer
underlie strong intermolecular repulsions and are therefore
not stable.
In the same report (ref. 9) the authors also investigate a
coverage of 0.5 monolayers. They conclude that under these
conditions, the molecules are adsorbed via both N atoms,
while the O is bent away from the surface. In our experiments,
we ﬁnd that low coverages lead to the formation of small
islands, which do not show any apparent ordered structure.
Therefore, we are not able to identify ﬁngerprints of molecular
states or orientations. However, this conﬁguration seems
inconsistent with our calculations as well as with results by

The combined experimental and theoretical study has permitted us to characterize the adsorption of N2O on Cu(100).
For deposition temperatures below 100 K, diﬀerent sizes of
N2O islands are observed depending on the molecular dosing.
The islands can show ordered structures but are prone to
defect formation and, in the low coverage limit they show no
order. The ordered phase corresponds to c(3  2) molecular
arrangements with respect to the underlying Cu(100) substrate. At larger dosing, the packing density is increased by a
reconstruction of the c(3  2) adlayer into hexagonal structures, which are not fully commensurate with the substrate. At
125 K even molecules pinned to step edges disappear.
Theoretically, only the 2  2 and c(3  2) coverage are
stable on Cu(100). The hollow 2  2 structure exists in two
adsorption states: a weakly bound conﬁguration at B3.5 Å
from the surface, where the molecules conserve their linear
shape and a chemisorbed state at 2.3 Å from the surface plane,
where the molecules are bent due to considerable charge
transfer into the molecule. For the chemisorbed phase there
is an activation barrier, which prevents the molecules in the
experiment from going into the chemisorption state. The same
holds true for molecules in the c(3  2) structure, which
explains the experimental ﬁndings of a weakly absorbed
N2O layer on Cu(100). The chemisorbed phases are probably
beyond access at the experimental temperatures and partial
pressures due to the activation barrier.
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